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We elucidate the melting process of highly magnetized solid 3He by observing the magnetization
profile and the liquid-solid interface simultaneously. Clear enhancements of magnetization and magne-
tization gradients at the interface of both the solid and the liquid were observed during melting. These
measurements provide a mesoscopic confirmation of the melting scenario of Castaing and Nozières, and
explain the long delay before the instability sets in: The magnetization gradient in the liquid leads to
an initial suppression of the melting instability, in accordance with our extension of the stability analysis
of Puech et al. This resolves the discrepancy between theory and experiment.
PACS numbers: 67.80.Jd, 67.65.+z, 68.45.–vWhile 3He and 4He have for a long time served as
some of the cleanest model systems to study many of
the fundamental collective quantum effects of nature, their
remarkable properties have also increasingly been used in
the last decade to probe other basic phenomena which are
not of a quantum nature by themselves. Examples of he-
lium used as a probe in condensed matter physics and
materials science are investigations of the roughening tran-
sition, crystallization waves, the Grinfeld instability [1],
and phase transitions in disordered media [2,3]. The re-
markable melting process of 3He that we address here is
another “classical” phenomenon made possible by the ex-
traordinary quantum properties of 3He and which bears on
the fundamentals of interfacial pattern formation.
The growth and melting of solid is accompanied by
flows of mass and heat due to the density and entropy
differences between the liquid and solid phases. If the two
phases have different magnetization in equilibrium, this is
accompanied by a magnetization flow. Since 3He solid has
a much larger magnetization than the liquid, the melting
properties are peculiar, and 3He is unique in the sense that
it allows one to probe the magnetization transfer at the
interface and the magnetization flows in the bulk phases.
Castaing and Nozières [4] considered melting of magne-
tized solid 3He on a time scale shorter than the spin-lattice
relaxation time. According to their melting scenario, a
magnetization boundary layer builds up on the solid side
of the interface during melting of magnetized 3He. This
boundary layer is simply due to the fact that, during the
melting, the magnetization in the newly produced liquid
is enhanced, and that this in turn enhances the magneti-
zation in the solid near the interface. Bonfait et al. [5]
suggested that, in analogy to the Mullins-Sekerka–type in-
stability [6] in solidification, the buildup of this boundary
layer would render the interface unstable. This suggestion
was backed up by a calculation of Puech et al. [7]. The
situation they analyzed, sketched in Fig. 1(a), is the one
often used in theoretical considerations [8], namely, that0031-90070085(9)1894(4)$15.00of a planar interface propagating with constant speed in
the absence of magnetization gradients in the liquid. The
analysis of Puech et al. [7] for this case showed that the
interface would be unstable with a typical growth time for
the most unstable modes of the order of 0.1 s.
While in earlier experiments [5,9] the melting process
could be inferred only from temperature, pressure, and
FIG. 1. (a) Sketch of the magnetization profile of a planar in-
terface melting with a constant speed, for which Puech et al.
[7] performed the linear stability analysis. The magnetization
profile falls off exponentially in the solid, while there is no
gradient in the liquid. (b) Sketch of the buildup of the magneti-
zation profiles: at the moment the melting starts at t  0 (solid
line), and at three successive times during the initial melting
phase. Note that, while the boundary layer in the solid is build-
ing up, a stabilizing gradient is also building up in the liquid.
In the bulk of the solid, to the right, the magnetization relaxes
downwards due to the increase in the temperature. Both pictures
are drawn in a frame moving with the interface.© 2000 The American Physical Society
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been able to follow the melting process visually [10,11].
Our first experiments confirmed the existence of an insta-
bility that gave rise to cellular type dendrites, in qualitative
agreement with the predictions of Puech et al. [7]. How-
ever, contrary to naive expectations based on these pre-
dictions, the interfacial instability occurred only 10–100 s
after the melting started. This delay time depended on the
magnetization and experimental protocol. At first sight,
this observation appears to be at odds with the finding
of Puech and co-workers that the instability should occur
within a fraction of a second.
In this Letter, we elucidate the melting process and re-
solve this apparent contradiction. By using field gradient
NMR, we are able to supplement the visual images with
measurements of the magnetization profile perpendicular
to the interface during the initial transients. The measure-
ments reveal the buildup of a magnetization gradient on
both the liquid and the solid side of the interface during the
first phase of the melting process. This situation, which is
in full accord with what is expected on the basis of simple
arguments, is sketched in Fig. 1(b). As our extension of
the stability calculation of Puech et al. [7] shows, this gra-
dient in the liquid has a strong effect on the melting inter-
face: its sign is such that it stabilizes the interface during
the initial phase of the melting and this stabilizing effect
overwhelms the destabilizing gradient on the solid side.
In agreement with our theoretical results, the interface is
found to be unstable only once the magnetization gradi-
ent on the liquid side is negligible. At that moment, the
situation resembles the one analyzed by Puech et al., as
sketched in Fig. 1(a). Indeed, once the instability occurs,
it develops in a short time scale.
The experimental apparatus was very similar to the one
reported earlier [11,12]. The main difference is that the dis-
tance between the windows of the new optical cell, which
again has a cylinder shape with a diameter of 5 mm, is
only 3 mm. This short distance between the two win-
dows and the nucleation heater at the bottom allows us
to establish a proper vertical temperature gradient during
the growth of the solid and to obtain a horizontal solid-
liquid interface. A magnetic field of 8.9 T is applied
vertically. In addition, a vertical field gradient coil was
installed so as to measure the magnetization profile per-
pendicular to the interface. The gradient, 0.3 Tm, is ap-
plied downwards in order to suppress the spin waves at
the interface side. An NMR pickup coil is wound around
the optical cell and is tuned at 287 MHz. The magneti-
zation profile of the sample was measured by cw NMR
absorption with the frequency sweep method. The time
traces of the 3He pressure and the magnetization profile
were monitored, in addition to the images, at roughly 5 s
intervals. The solid was grown by slowly compressing
the 3He in the chamber. After the growth was finished,
the solid was left for 6 to 16 h to cool and to get to
equilibrium.In Fig. 2, a series of the rapid melting images are shown.
The first image in Fig. 2 is taken before melting. The bot-
tom of the black line is identified with the interface be-
tween solid and liquid. The interface was almost horizontal
with a small curvature. After melting starts, the interface
stays mostly horizontal and smooth for about 40 s, while
the melting velocity is about 15 mms. Then the instabil-
ity becomes evident, and from this run and a large series
of earlier experiments [11] we conclude that the instability
typically occurs suddenly.
In Fig. 3, the magnetization profiles are shown during
the rapid melting. Note that since we determine the to-
tal magnetization in each horizontal slice, and since our
optical cell has a circular shape, the magnetization profile
of the equilibrium liquid appears curved and semicircular.
The large absorption on the high frequency side at t  0
corresponds to the solid. The width of the interfacial region
is about 4 kHz in frequency, which corresponds to 0.4 mm,
and is due to the fact that the interface is not completely
flat and not completely perpendicular to the field gradient.
The arrows in Fig. 3 indicate the positions of the interface
derived from the images in Fig. 2. Although the position
of the arrow at t  0 has some uncertainty and we took
the position of the interface at the shoulder of the mag-
netization step, the displacements between the arrows are
precise. During the melting, the magnetization of the bulk
part of the solid decreases homogeneously and rapidly due
to the heating produced by the melting. The decay of the
magnetization in the solid corresponds to the bulk decay
rate [13].
FIG. 2. The images during rapid melting in a 8.9 T magnetic
field. The diameter of the images is 4 mm. The number of
pixels in the images is 240 3 240 and the pixel size is roughly
13 mm. The numbers in the images indicate the time in seconds
after the beginning of the melting. The aperture time for each
image was 1.2 s. The magnetic field is applied vertically. The
sample cell has 3 mm depth along the path of the light.1895
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melting for each 10 s. The vertical field gradient is about
0.3 Tm, which corresponds with 10 kHzmm. The magnetic
field is 8.9 T, and the initial temperature is 5 mK. The arrows
indicate the positions of the interface.
The measurements in Fig. 3 are the first mesoscopic
confirmation of the melting scenario of Castaing and Noz-
ières [4]: when the magnetized solid melts, it produces
liquid with enhanced magnetization, and a magnetization
boundary layer in the solid is built up. As we anticipated in
Fig. 1(b), our measurements show that this initially leads
to the buildup of a magnetization gradient in the liquid,
whose sign is opposite to the one on the solid side of the
interface, and hence, as we shall show, stabilizes the inter-
face. Moreover, from our visual images, we find that the
instability happens at t  40 s when the magnetization of
the bulk solid is almost the same as that of the liquid, and
that at that time the magnetization gradient in the liquid
near the interface is almost zero.
Our assertion that the magnetization gradient in the liq-
uid stabilizes the interface during the initial transient phase
is fully supported by our extension of the linear stability
calculation of Puech et al. [7]. For the unperturbed planar
interface, we take the solid at x . 0 in a frame moving
with the instantaneous planar interface velocity V . The
magnetization profiles in the direction perpendicular to the
interface are denoted by Mlx and Msx for the liquid and
the solid, respectively. Upon writing the perturbation j of
the interface position as
jk, t  jk expiky 1 gt , (1)
we find, after linearizing the magnetization transport equa-
tions in j, the following relation between g and k:
g  2
≠Ms≠xint
DM
Dsqs 2 V  2
Dlql≠Ml≠xint
DM
2
a˜fk2
DM2
Dsqsxs 1 Dlqlxl 1 V xl 2 xs .
(2)1896Here DM  Mints 2 M
int
l and the superscript “int” de-
notes the value of the planar magnetization profiles at the
interface position. All other notations are those of Ref. [7];
e.g., Ds, Dl , xs, and xl are the spin diffusion coefficient
and susceptibility of the liquid and the solid, and a˜ is
the solid-liquid surface stiffness. Furthermore, since the
spatial decay rates ql and qs of the perturbed magneti-
zation into the liquid and solid are functions of g and k
through [7],
Dsq2s 2 k
2 2 Vqs  g ,
Dlq2l 2 k
2 1 Vql  g . (3)
Equation (2) implicitly determines the dispersion relation
of the temporal growth factor gk.
Since ≠Ms≠xint in Eq. (2) is negative and Dsqs 2
V . 0, except for exceedingly high interface velocities,
the first term tends to make g positive. Consequently, it
is the destabilizing term due to the gradient in the solid.
The last term, due to the surface stiffness, is always stabi-
lizing. When the liquid gradient ≠Ml≠xint  0, Eq. (2)
reduces to the result derived in Ref. [7], and the remain-
ing terms then lead to a Mullins-Sekerka– type instabil-
ity. However, Eq. (2) shows that a positive liquid gradient
leads to stabilization. Moreover, since the liquid spin diffu-
sion coefficient, Dl , is typically much larger than Ds (their
ratio is strongly temperature and pressure dependent), we
see that the instability can occur only when the liquid gra-
dient is very small—otherwise, the sum of the first two
terms is negative and there is no instability. Thus, this
linear stability calculation fully confirms our experimen-
tal observation that the interface remains stable as long
as there is a positive magnetization gradient on the liquid
side. Moreover, although the precise values for the length
scale and growth time of the most unstable mode depend
quite sensitively on the parameter values used, once the
interface is unstable, the time scale on which the instabil-
ity occurs is predicted to be small (an order of a fraction
of a second). This is reasonably consistent with our ex-
perimental observations that the instability develops in two
successive frames.
We finally note the following points concerning the data:
(i) Although we clearly observe the interface instability, in
agreement with the theoretical predictions, our observa-
tions do not rule out that under some circumstances nucle-
ation of the liquid phase occurs in the bulk of the solid as
well. There are actually some hints that this happens in
the images of Fig. 2; we have not studied the dependence
of this effect on depressurization rate, temperature, etc.,
systematically.
(ii) In the initial phase of the melting, the interface dy-
namics is actually diffusion limited, i.e., limited by the
buildup of the enhanced magnetization boundary layer in
the solid. From the steep drop of the magnetization on the
solid side (the right side in Fig. 3) of the boundary layer,
we estimate an upper bound for the width of this layer of
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efficient of the order of 1025 cm2s. Our scenario implies
that the point when the liquid gradient becomes negligible,
≠Ml≠xint  0, is close to the point where a crossover
from diffusion limited growth to interface kinetics domi-
nated growth occurs [14].
(iii) The data in Fig. 3 show a wiggle in the magnetiza-
tion profiles after the instability has occurred. This is an in-
dication that the driving force for the solid magnetization to
relax down is large (possibly due to the relatively high tem-
perature at late times), and that therefore minority spins,
whose magnetization is opposite to the magnetic field, dif-
fuse back from the liquid into the solid. This causes the
liquid magnetization to go up, and the solid magnetiza-
tion near the outer edge to go down. The development
of the wiggly feature in the data in a few seconds is again
consistent with a spin diffusion coefficient of the order of
1025 cm2s.
In conclusion, by combining visual images of the melt
process with measurements of the magnetization profiles,
we have confirmed the Castaing-Nozières melting sce-
nario of magnetized 3He. Moreover, when the existence
of magnetization gradients in the liquid is taken into ac-
count in the stability calculation of the interface, the ob-
servations are fully consistent with the existence of the
interface instability predicted by Puech et al.— the sup-
pression of the instability in the early phase of the melting
is due to the existence of a magnetization gradient in the
liquid.
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